
Chapterl

The Birth of a School

The germ of the idea Was conceived in a train between London and Liverpool in the summer
of  1946.  At  that time  considerable  resentment Was  felt among  Service  men  and  members  Of the
control  commission  in  Germany that their Wives and families COuld  not join them. Very few people
ln those days realised the implications of sending thousands of fam,llies to Germany,  and one of the
most difficult problems of course concerned the education Or the Children.

lt  was  only  on   condition  that  educational  facilities  comparable  to  those  at  home  were
provided   that  the   cabinet   agreed   to   send   families  to   Germany  and   so  the   British   Fam"ies
Education  Service was set up.  Its first Director was John Trevelyanl who until his appointment Was
the Director of Education in Westmorland, and Shortly after he Was appointed he found himself in a
train  between  Euston  and  Liverpool  turn.lng  over  in  his  mind  the  formidable  Problem  he  has  Set
himself.

By far the  most difficult  Side  Of this,  concerned the Older Children.  What a  problem  he  had!
The  British  Zone  in  Germany was  bigger then  Wales;  it would  have  an  unknown  Child  POPulatiOn
scattered  in  pockets of unknown  size a"  over the  place.  He decided there and then that  boarding
schools were  the  Only  answer -  and  SO  in  that train  On  the  back Of an  Old  envelope  his first  notes
about the boarding schools were made.

The  problem  was  complicated  by  the  fact  that  girls  aS  Well  aS  boys WOuld  be  coming  Out.
could  a  girls  boarding  school  be  established  in  an  occupied  country?  Would  the  girls  -  and  the
boys for that  matter - take  kindly to boarding  school  life? would any of the fam"ies have any idea
of what  boarding  school  meant  and  if they  did  would  they  risk  sending  their children  to  unknown
and  untried  schools?  The  service  was  tO  Cater for  eVerybOdyl  for  all  rankSl  grades  and  Classes.
How would  People react tO Such SChOOIs?

complicated  though  the  problem  was,  one  fact  was  obvious  -  the  first  school  had  to  be
co-educational.  otherwise there would he bitter resentment from those left out and it soon became
evident that everybody expected their children to  be admitted.  lt was an expectat'IOn rather then  a
hope!

Thus what is believed tO be the filrSt boarding  SChOOl  under the terms Of the  1944  Education
Act came into being and Prince Rupert School opened in Wilhelmshaven On  lst Julyl  1947.

_____----------------------------------------------------------_

shorfly  after the war finished  I  was  in  Goch just west  of the  Rhine.    I  had  been  COnCerned
with  supply and  so aS soon aS the armistice came my job PraCtiCa"y Stopped.  No more she"S,  Very
"ttle  petrol  and  regular food were the order of the day for the army and an easy routine settled on
us.  so  much  so,  that  when  the  chief  Education  Officer  of  Rhine  Army  came  tO  S.ee  me  I  Was
playing bridge at 3 olclock in the afternoon.  I  remember Putting my hand down and gOlng Out tO See
him in his car.  Ten minutes later I Came back, told my friends I Was   going  tO  Brussels to command
an  army school  and went on with  the game.  That was the first Of a train  Of events that led  me tO
w"helmshaven  and  one  of the  happiest jobs a  man  could  have.  I  was  in  Belgium for a  year and
then went to the co"ege of the  Rhine Army Gottingham  in Germany as the Chief Instructor at the
Army   Co"ege  there.   Meanwme,   the   Planning  for  the   British   Fam"ies   Education   Servlce  had
started.  John  Trevelyan  had  appointed  James  Downs.  H.M.I.  as  his  Deputy  and  a  few  Primary
schools were established.
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On 28th September,  1946)  my wife came to Germany and I travelled to Hanover to meet her
with  James  Downs  and  we talked  of education,  of Germany  and  of the  problem  of the  children  -
children just beginning to arrive.  We talked      the idea.    the boarding schools,  of co-education,  of
the  problems facing  him  and  his chief.  I  am  afraid  I  started  by scoffing  - as  no  many  people were
doing  in  Germany  at  that  time.  I  remember one  C.O.  whose  wife  had  started  a  Garrison  School
saying  "we  donlt want any  squint eyed  mistresses  messing  up our schoor.  lt was perhaps  poetic
justice,  that a very attractive young teacher took over the school)  charmed everybody including the
Colonells wifel  made a  great Success Or her job and then  married a  Norwegian  Officer.  However)
on that drive James  Downs convinced  me that there was an  important and exciting job to be done
and shortly afterwards I saw the advertisements for the Headmasters of the boarding schools, filled
up the necessary forms and was lucky enough to be appointed.

My own  Chief Education  Officer at  Headquarters  British Army of the   Rhine   was   Brigadier
E.   K.   B.  Turze,   D.S.O.,  O.B.E.,  M,C.  But  for  his  willing  co-operation  and  understanding  I  should
never  have  gone  to  wilhelmshaven.   Not  only  did  he  agree  to  an  early  release  for  me  but  he
allowed me to do a great deal of work in preparation before I left the army.

I  first  saw  my  school  buildings  ln  February,   1947.   Imagine  a  bomb  destroyed  town,  the
centre  of Hitler,s  naval  amb.ltions.  Tucked  away  in  one corner,  overlooking  the great  harbour dug
out   between   the  wars)   was   a   barracks  completed   in   about   1942.   The   British   Navy  were   jn
occupation,  shortly to  move to a smaller barracks as their job got smaller.  The barracks -  mlrabile
dicier  in  such  devastation  - was almost  undamaged  and what damage there was was  right away
from   the   entrance.   Flower   beds   had   been   planted)   a   fine   concert   hall   built  for  the   ratingsl
entertainment and a  big range of nissen  huts put up for the Naafil Canteen.  Could we put a school
in  it? We said  "Yesl  for 400 children".  We then  measured  it all  up carefully and said lWell for 300".
When  the  necessary  alterations  were  made  the  figure  fell  to  247  and  we  couldnlt  find  room  for
even 3 more beds!

These  figures  amazed  us  -  we  were  shocked  to  find  how  much  room  a  boarding  school
actually  wanted  and   soon   hit  on   a  formula  which  was  very  useful  to  other  people  on  other
occasions. A barracks for 600 men will hold a boarding school of about 300 - just.

------------------------------------------------------I---______

Our barracks were known as H.M.S.  Royal  Ruperf. We wanted to perpetuate this name and
the kind  reception and help the Royal Navy gave us and so prince Ruperf School came into being.
Prince  Rupert  of  the   Rhine  was  a  most  admirable  namesake  half  English,   half  German,   half
soldier,   half  sailor.   What  more  suitable  name  could  be  found  for  a  British  School  in  Germany
whose pupils would be largely the sons and daughters of the services.

lt was  in  March that the decision was made to take the Barracks over.  we planned to open
the  School  sometime during  the  summer terml  with  some older boys and girls and then,  to take  in
the  full  range  in  September.  Thus  all  we  had  ln  March  was  a  barracks  occupied  by  the  navy,  a
Headmaster still  nerving  in  the army and  lots of goodwill,  lots of ideas and,  as it turned out,  lots of
ignorance.  We  called  in  the  Royal  Engineers  and  made  hasty  plans  for  adaptations;  we  started
indenting  for  booksI  We  looked  through  lots  Of  files  Of  men  and  women  Offering  themselves  for
service as teachers. And as far as I was concernedl tried to do my army job at the same time.

While the engineers plans             actually being  signed,  one of those extraordinary flashes of
inspiration  came to John  Trevelyan  and  myself at the same  moment-  we  had  arranged  two  boys
houses  and  two  girls  houses  separated  by  the  Headmasterls  house  and  school  dining  halls.  We
thought  that  would  be  reasonably  safe.  But  as  the  plans were  actually  being  signed  we  had  the
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bright  idea  of mixed  houses.  We said  that the  more the  boys and  girls saw of each  other  in their
House  life the  more  like  brothers  and  sisters they would  become.  We crossed  our fingers,  made
the necessary alterations to the plans and signed.  That decision was one of the most important we
made -  I  am  quite certain that,  coupled with an enlightened and  understanding staff,  it was one of
the factors leading to a thoroughly good tone      the school.

The  way  in  which  the  decision  was  taken  shows  the  sort  or  man  John  Trevelyan  was  to
work  with.  He was  responsible for the service,  he would take the  blame  if things went wrong  and
yet in a flash he took a decision that was risky, that would undoubtedly cause comment - and it did
cause a lot - and that was beyond the understanding or so many he was working with.  His courage
and  his willingness to make decisions and stand by them were an inspiration to his whole service'

I arrived for good  in Wilhelmshaven at 4 o'clock in the afternoon of lst June,  1947.  I arrived
complete  with  my  Volkswagen  carl  my  wifel  our  cat)  our  maid  and  a  three  ton  truck  full  or  our
household  possessions.  I  had  last  seen  the  barracks  beautifully  spick  and  span  as  only  a  naval
establishment  can   look.   Now  it  was  dead  empty,   lifeless.   Perhaps  lifeless  is  the  wrong  word
because by day at least it was full or workmen knocking down walls,  putting in baths, distempering
walls and  behaving as all workmen do every^/here.  Everything  looked chaotic.  Heaps of sand and
cement'  drums of paint and distemperl  piles of piping and rubble stood outside each barrack block.
My  heart  fell.  The  first  boys  and  girls  were  due  to  arrive  on  let  July  -  How  could  everything  be
ready?

Shortly after my arrival  I  met Miss Wilkins,  ''Wilkie" as she was soon affectionately known by
everyone.  She  had  been  sent to the  School  as  its  administrative officer.  I  can well  remember my
feelings when  I was told  I was to  have a woman  as my bursar.  I  had  neverworked with women,  I
had  avoided  the A.T.S.  during  the war,  and  I  silently vowed  that this wouldn't do.  what could  any
woman  know  about  administering  a  boarding  school?  lt transpired  later that  Wilkie  had  the  same
sort of feeling about me.  If this Lieutenant Colonel fellow was anything like she expected she would
leave  at  once.  She  didnlt  want  to  go  to  Wilhelmshaven,  she  hadnlt  asked  for  the  job,  and  the
headmaster had better look out.

That first evening we went on a tour of inspection. we changed our minds about each otherl
I  think,  within  an  hour,  and  there  began  a  partnership that  lasted  for over four years during which
we thought alike, schemed together and battled together to raise our school to the heights we were
determined  it  should  reach.  I  cannot  say  how  much  the  parentsl  staff and  pupils  owed  to  Miss
Wilkins.  All  the  time  she  was  looking  forward  to  returning  to  England  to  open  the  shop  she  had
always dreamed about,  a shop I am  happy to say is now established in the West Country.  Many is
the time I have ordered her out of her office at eleven olclock at night when she was snowed under
with   work.   She   became   almost   an   institution   during   her  stay  at  the  school,   respected   and
appreciated by all of us.

My first walk  round  my  buildings  appalled  me.  We  had  nine  main  buildings.  There were five
identical  two  storied  barrack  blocks  each  to  hold  about fifty  boys  and  girls with  flats  at the end  of
each  corridor,  for  the  teaching  staff.  ln  the  centre  was  a  large  building  with  kitchens  and  dining
halls on the ground floor,  the old Ward  Room on the first floor which was to be my flat and on the
second floor two large semi attics which were to be the school  library. At the eastern end was the
fine  new  hall  named  Churchill  House  after  Mary  Churchill  who  laid  the  foundation  stone  for  the
Royal  Navy  in  Junel  1945l  and  quite  near to  it there was  the  range  of nissen  huts  and  kitchensl
built for the  Naafi,  which  we were to turn  into classrooms.  At the far Western  end  - the  buildings
stretched  for  500  yards  -  was  a  peculiar  building  builtl  by  the  Germans  as  a  training  centre  for
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submarine crews  to  leam  techniques of escape with  speclal  breathing apparatus.  In  the  maln  the
bu"dlng Was a She" bound by one of the biggest water tanks I have ever seen.  ThIS bu"dlng was to
be converted into the school sanaton.um.

our  plan  was  to  have  two  of  the  boarding  houses,   the  sanaton.um  and  some  of  the
classrooms  ready  for  lst  July  -  enough  to  cater about  70  boys  and  girls.  My  flat was  also  to  be
flnlshed  together  wlth  quarters  for  about  12  staff.  Thus  the  workmen  were  busy  ln  two  of  the
boardlng  houses  and  our  first  discovery  was  that  through  a  mI.Stake  the  wrong  wa"s  had  been
knocked  down  and  baths were  bel,ng  carefully  installed  in  the wrona  mnmel  M\/ flo+  --I-  _I..__:I_
..__._      \ A I_

ua'"a  wEl€  UCHIg  CareTuHy  lnStaHed  ln  the wrong  rooms!  My flat  made  my wife
seen  lt as a smart ward  Room and  lt never occurred to us that a" the fittlngs
Refn'geratorI  StOVeS!  lamps  -  a"  were  gone.  The  Sanatorium  looked  as  if  a

great  plece of wa"  had  to be removed to get the tank out even though  jt was
classroom  block  looked  as  only  nissen  huts  can  look  when  they  are  beingl
had formed a ratings canteen,  many of the mural decorations were,  to say the
lr co-edlJrraTjnnal rlaeem^nla   I"I+  :_  __._  __ _

weep.  We  had  last
would  be  removed.
bomb  had  hitit-a
being  cut  up.   The
altered.  Since they

-_   __''-__'''  "'u"J  Ul  |Ut=  HluHll  ueCOrallOnS Were,  to  say  theleast,  not suitable for co-educational classrooms, but in any case everywhere was being repainted

There  were  for the  next  few days  very  few of us  "ving  in  the  school  and  that  was  most
fortunate.  My wife and  I camped out in what became a dormitory.  we had no curtains,  no furniture
or  practlca"y  none  and  ceitainly  no  privacy.  we  soon  rea"sed  too  that  there  were  surprising
shortages  in  w"helmshaven,  shortages  that  the  swarms  of vyorkmen  were  trying  desperately  to
overcome.  Thus  it  was  stupid  to  leave  even  the  sma"est  plece  of  soap  for  more  then  a  few
seconds - it disappeared.  wash basin plugs were practica"y non existent.  we salvaged one which
our mald guarded.  It became quite famous as the..Headmaster,s plug" and she almost demanded
a  slgnature  from  any  of  the  staff  who  wanted  to  wash  before  she  lent  it.  Lavatory  paper  was
another thlng Obviously in shoit supply and electric "ght bulbs were worth  1  mark a watt  when the
school opened we had to have a squad of prefects removing the bulbs from the classrooms every
nlght and putting than back the nerd morning - we actua"y lost 98 in one week from  12 classroomsl

This brought us face to face with one of the saddest after effects of war. wllhelmshaven had
been  a  thnving  dockyard  town  of  100,000  people.  overnight  I.ts  "ve".hood  went  and  there  was
nothlng  to  take  its  place.   unemployment  was  very  very  highl  the  Reichmark  had  practlca"y  no
value and food was desperately short.  It was very sad to see decent men and women  loslng thelr
sense of moral values under the stern  necessity of findl.ng enough food to keep a".ve   we had to
employ 26 watchmen - on duty the round of the clock - and the trouble did not rea"y disappear unt"
the  currency  Reform  of  1948.  Overnight things changed.  It is greatly to the credit of the  German
people of w"helmshaven that ln spite of their hl.gh  unemployment ratio and in spl.te of the obvious
temptations the school offered to theml we had no more trouble than we did and,  as I say, as soon
as  thelr  own  econom.y  began  to  recover,  no  trouble  at  a"   some  paris  of Germany  were  much
troubled  by  communlsm  -  w"helmshaven  hardly  at  a".   I  think  that  this  ls  because  most  of  Its
lnhabltants were sk"led workers and  not casual  labourers.  They were proud of their skm and past
achlevements   and   communism   offered   them   nothing   splntua"y  at  a".   Although   at  times  we
wondered at the advisab"lty of putting such a school in such a town we never had cause to regret
ourdecision.

Although our inltlal inspection fi"ed us with gloom there was nothing we could do   The  Royal
Englneers assured us that a" would be ready and they were right.  w"kie and I had too many other
thlngs to do.  I  had indented for some books and equipment but enormous "sts of our requlrements
had to be made and sent off.  Furnitur.e was completely lacking and further lists were made a" sent
off wlth pathetlc notes about the openlng date.  By the time the boys and gjris arrived we st"I had no
books or teaching apparatus worth speaking ofl  but a" the furniture was there.  ltls true lt amved in
four  railway  wagons  48  hours  before  the  children  -  but  it  arrived.   we  were  ready.   The  two
boardlng,  houses were ready, sufficient classrooms were prepared,  I was insta"ed in my flat and a"
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the staff who had arrived were comfortable.  The Sanatorium was not ready but we set aside a few
rooms  in  one of the  unused  houses.  The  School  Hall was  ready and we  had the  use of sufficient
playing fields for our purpose.  Perhaps most important of all the kitchens were ready.

When  I went to Wilhelmshaven two or three of the teaching were already there.  Because of
the  rush of the whole thing'  I  had  been able to interview personally one or two only.  The remainder
were drawn  from  a  pool  which  had  been  formed  from  candidates selected  in  London.  I  chose  my
staff in fact from  a  heap of files - a  most dangerous procedure,  but one on this occasion  crowned
with success.  For that first short term we were 1 1  strong, four men and seven women.  We men felt
somewhat lonely at tiines!  The staff assembled during June and had little to do because there were
no  books to work with and Wilkie and  I were the only really busy ones.  For this reason that was a
very trying month for the rest) though during that time we began to get to know each other.

Few orthe original staff had come to Germany to go to a boarding school.  They had applied
for posts with  the  Education  Service  prompted  in general  by a spirit or adventure without  knowing
much  about  what  was  in  store  for  them.  At  their  interviews,  many  had  been  told  lurid  stories  of
living  in  tents  drinking  out of tin  mugs  and  generally  roughing  it  in  the  midst of the  devastation  of
bomb  scarred  towns  and  cities.  After a  somewhat comfortless journey they all  arrived  at                I
the Headquarters of the Control Commission, where they made the acquaintance of the wentworth
Club - a club renowned for its lavish furnishings and of course,  to people straight from  England,  full
of incredibly cheap  drl'nks  and  meals.  After a day or two therel  they were sent to Wlhelmshaven
were they did  actually feed  off tin  plates till we  had  organised  ourselves.  lt must all  have  seemed
very strange.  The girls  had all  been told to buy warm woollies with their coupons - it never seemed
to  occur  to  their  informants  that  such  things  as  evening  dresses  were  required  in  a  place  like
Germany.  In  fact  because  of our job  and  position  such  ordinary  refinements  were  essential  and
much  heart  burning  resulted  during  our  settling  down  period.   No  couponsl  nothing  to  buy  in  the
shops  and  invitations  from  the  Navy which  had  to  be  refused  because of clothes.  It was  all  most
unfortunate.

Added  to  all  of  this  was  the  shock  of  finding  themselves  in  a  boarding  school  and  a
Co-educational  boarding school at that.  Some were quite pleased at the prospect and others were
quite frank - they did  not like  it and wanted to go elsewhere.  lt was  I think this honesty about such
things  that  saved  us.  I  tried  to  be frank  and  outspoken  to the  staff and  expected  them  to  be  the
same to  me.  The  result was one of the  happiest teams  I  have ever been  privileged  to work with.
We all  had a feeling of excitement about this newjob of ours, we all lived on our nerves to a great
extent  and  laughed  I  remember  quite  childishly  about  the  most  trivial  things.   But  we  did  laugh.
What a joy it was to be with  people who had a sense of humour, who did not take themselves too
seriously' who were prepared to do anything and everything that had to be done. The last 48 hours
before  the  children  arrived  were  incredibly  hectic  and  very  happy.  We  were  all  carting  furniture
about,  the  girls were  all  sewing  house  names  onto  sheets  and  pillowcases,  we were  supervising
the  hanging  of curtains,  setting  up  the  classrooms  doing  1001  things  and  all  being  very  cheerful
about it.  lt was an  unforgettable experience.  Fortunately the weather was fine and at long  last  lst
July came fine and hot.
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Chapter2

The First Short Term

our first  day started  in  high  hopes and finished  in  miserable failure.  Many of the  boys  and
girls didn't arrive  unt" 4 a.m.  on 2nd July - they got lost on the way.  we had  laid on such  a careful
programme  Including  a  ceremonial  handing  over  of the  bu"dings  by  the  Royal  Navy  ln  the  early
evenlng.  They came along to lower the white Ensign and raise the union Jack as a symbol of the
change taking  place in the school.  The children were due to arrive from the various districts of the
zone  by 4.30  p.m.  Many did  but one important group was missing.  At 5.30 p.m.  we carried out our
ceremony.  At  6.30  p.m.  the  cmdren  fed.  At  9  o,clock  those  that  were  there  went  to  bed,  At  ll
o'clock  the  fire  ln  the  kltChen  Went  Out  and  I  got  cross.  By this tlme the  telephones were  buzzl.ng
and  the  military  po"ce were  getting  I.nterested.  At  2  a.m.  John  Duxbury,  the  History  Master,  and  I
went out in his volkswagen to look forthem. we both went to sleep at  the   same   moment   drivlng
along  and  both  woke  up  at  the  same  moment.  Fortunately  we  were  st"I  on  the  road  which  was
completely  deserted.  we  looked  at  each  other  very  sheepishly.  At  3.30  a.m.  the  Royal  Marine
po"ce went out to search  and found  the  missing vehicle broken  down  quite  near wilhelmshaven.
we  thought  our pup"s would  be worn  out.  Not a  bit of it - they were  merely hoarse from  slnglng
They said they had thought it a bit odd when they sawthe same vl."age go  by  for  the  second  time
but they did not worry. They had plenty offood  with  them!  Thl.s  was  just  as  we"  because  by  this
time we could offer them onlv somewhat f=talf= eamI\^/irhae ar\A  I"I/-",-__  _____   -I_+_   __    -__     ---''    I,`-`---\+I+    I/I/     |lHC)only somewhat stale sandwiches and lukewarm cocoa. They didn,t want it
ar(vyary ,

As dawn  broke  Duxbury and  I  were walking  up and down  the school discussing  something
with great earnestness - we were far too tired to go to bed!

Thus  our  adventure  started.  we  had  70  boys  and  girls  all  over  14.  About  half were  from
service and  half from  civi"an families.  Their parents were of a" grades and  ranks and this worried
us a bit because the British Zone was a very rank conscious community.  ln actual fact the grade or
rank  of the  parents  lever worried  the  children  at a".  we did  however occasiona"y  have  a  bit  of
bother  between  servlce  and  cl'v"ar  boys  and  girls.  ln  1948  a  somewhat  diminutive  boy  arrived
l^/h^ea  fa+hJlr  "/^J+  -  A--+I_I  A___-__:___   _Jr   . _     -_    --'''-''''`-I   `-....."|J|IYt=   u\J)/
whose  father was  a  control  commission  official  He shared  a dormitory with five  bl.g  boys
fathers were  army  sergeants  and  had  a  pretty  rough  passage.  when)  howeverl  his  room
had  it  explained  to  them  that  although  his  father  was  a  civilian  official  he  was  also  a
Lieutenant-Colonel, the trouble ceased at once!

whose
mates
ret i red

lt was  a  very  motley  collection  which  gathered  for our first  assembly  at  10 o,clock  on  2nd
July.  Apart from those who had arrived  late they had  a"  been  up and about for some hours.  They
were dressed  in  a"  manner of sul'table and  unsuitable clothes and,  paiticularly the girls,  appeared
rather old  for their age.  It was soon  evident that many of them did  not relish the idea of school  at
a"  A few had actually left school for good in England and one or two had actua"y hadjobs.

Wthout  exception  they  had  been  out  of school  since  Easter and  many  for as  much  as  9
months.  The British Zone was hardly a suitable place for unoccupied youth then or now.  There was
very little to do except be amused in cinemas, dances in messes and even cocktail panies.  Oh yes
many  of our early  pupils  had  had  a  good  deal  of experience  of this  sort of entertainment  -  small
wonder that some of them hardly looked forward to coming to school.

However,  going on the principle that the busier we  made them the better it would  be for all
concerned, we set to work.  Still the school books had not arrived but at least some work had to be
done.  We  had  an  initial  examination  and  established  four forms which we called 4th  and  5th with
two forms  in  each  year.  The staff set about writing their own text books -  in  note form  at  least for
their own edification and we did  a fu"  mornings, work each day.  More we could not do with  nothing
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in the way of apparatus or books. At least during that month we set ourselves standards and found
out  roughly  what  we  could  expect  from  succeeding  entries.  And  we  slowly  began  to  lead  these
boys  and  girls  back  to  the  paths  of  a  school  routine.   Every  afternoon  and  evening  we  played
games.  we were  extremely  lucky with  the weather -  it was  hot and  Sunny for the Whole Of July  -
and the facilities available were excellent.

There were  very good  Playing'  fields,  including  a fine Cinder running track,  belonging tO the
Garrison,  a  superb  swimming  bath,  yachts  in  the  harbour  and  a  garrison  riding  Stables.  Several
hard tennis courts too were ready for use including two in the school grounds.  There were only 70
boys and girls and a staff of 1 1.  lt was therefore not difficult tO ensure everybody Was healthily tired
at the end of the day.  I.used to ask them what they would like to do in the afternoon after assembly
each  morning.  This  is  a  peculiar  way  to  run  a  SChOOl  but  it  ensured  everybody  Was  busy  -  and
happy  - while we  tested  our creaking  organisation  and  while  our German  employees  got  used to
the idea of looking after these children without being just servants to them.  I shall have a good deal
to say of this later on.

on   sundays  we  had  short  morning  services  in  the  biggest  classroom.  Visiting  Service
chaplains came along  and took them,  and  straight away the importance Of the SPiritual  Side Of the
school was established.

The boys and girls were rather shy Of each Other at first but not for Very long and friendships
sprang  up,  and  dissolved,  with  surprising  rapidity.  This  problem  was  one to which  we  gave  much
anxious  thought,   but  we   need   not  have   bothered.   The  arrival  of  the  younger  age  groups  in
September was to make a surprising difference.

The  feeding   of  70   healthy  adolescent   people   presented  a   Problem  -  there  Was   never
enough.  Rations  came from  the  army who,  had  decreed  that each  Child Was tO  have  5/7ths of an
A.T.S.  ration which  in  itselfwas,  I  think,  5/7ths of a  man's ration.  ltjust was not enough and  it was
not  until  later  in  the  year,  after a  visit  by  a  dietician  from  the  Ministry of Education,  that we  could
get it raised.  For about four letters,  phone messages and conferences all spoke Of calories Per day
per boy per girl per age group. John Trevelyan always asserted that children were interested in full
bellies  and   not   in   calories  -  and   eventually  full   bellies  won.   Thereafter  the   ration   scale  was
excellent -  superb  during  one  glorious  term  when,  due  to  an  "interpretation"  of a  certain  Routine
Order,   I  had  a  full  man's  ration  plus  a  mid-day  meal  ration,  for  every  child,  in  the  school.   lt  all
disappeared but eventually I was found out!

We  opened  a  Tuck  Shop and  found that  many of our charges  had  not brought their ration
cards  with  them.  These  ration  cards  included  such  items  as  cigarettes  and  coffee  for  the  older
children  and  the                  wanted  these.  So  enormous  parcels  of sweets  arrived  from  home  and
little trade was done in the school-

So  July went  by  happily,  busily  and  certainly  usefully.  We  all  felt worn  out when  our  short
term came to an end.  The children certainly were tired.  They had  never played so many games in
their lives -  most  had certainly never played cricket to judge by the appearance of the cricket field
when they played their first game. The batting side sat down five yards from the pitch to watch!

Two  sporting  events  require  special  note.  They  were  the  inter  house  Athletic  sports  and
swimming  sports held  in the last fine days.  There were 7O  boys and girls only and they had  known
each  other  for  only  one  month.  George  Wright  and  Christine  Drummond  the  games  master and
mistress  arranged  these  both  beautifully-  Full  programmes  were  carried  through  in  spite  of  the
dearth of numbers to choose the house teams from. The athletic sports went on for three hours - it
ran exactly as scheduled. Very keen competition was immediately evident between the houses and
the times recorded gave us much hope for the future.
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At the end of the sports  meeting  I  addressed the school,  praising them  for their efforts and
telling them that I felt that the life of the school  in the sporting sense had started well. At the end of
my  little  speech  a                    voice  from  the  middle  of  my  school  shouted)  "Three  cheers  for  the
offichools". And three hearty cheers rang out.  This gave us a very warm feeling - we had started -
we had become a body of people with a corporate feeling.

And on this warm and encouraging note Our first trial month came tO an end.

I  would  like  to  record  the  names  of  the  teaching  staff  and  the  subjects  they  taught  -  or  I
should  say  tried  to  teach  in  that  filrst  month  -  of that  first  band  of enthusiasts who  got  the  school
going.   They  gave  the  school  so  much  in  those  early  days  and  their  excellent  Start  carried  uS
through  many  trials.  Their  loyalty  and  enthusiasm  were  infectious)  and  the  school  was  always  a
happy and united place from that time onwards.

Kathleen  Fletcher
Jane Sellar
Christine Drummond
Ruth  Fallows
Sheila Thomason
Jean Flanagan
Muriel  Pearson
George Wright
John  Duxbury
Denis Slade

Geography
English
P.T. and Games
Maths,  Needlework
History - English
Domestic Science
Modern Languages
P.T. and Games)  Science
History
Woodwork
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Arrdrew  Henderson  had  inserted  this  page at the end  of Chapter 2l  which  covered  the:  `
•"  "    \;,`v,I"?n  only  the  70  pioneers were  at  school.  However\  this  page  actually  refers  to  aftel  i.

I  "r)te  I.hat  in  CavalierVol  1)  No  5-  Spnng  Term  1949,  in  theflrst  paragraph  of the  E-:i       !c1   "
i:Ja+F-           ,i   mentions   the   arrival   Of   school   l"fOrm.    I   believe   even   that   may   nO(   have   I"r:+`--+     -,    r
lrr"Tler]lately  by  eVeryOnel   aS  Clothing  Was  just  not  available  in  the  early  days  in  Germany    r..\`l.i\`  r.

J':  trr+-i  ill"Cl  full  term)  we  first  saw  on  the  front  c)fthe  Cavalier  our  new  School  Badge  whl,`.,r\      1`    A  ,-  '
•`/esl:._F1(3(i-,1   rjy  Andrew   Henderson)   and  the  motto  thought   up  by   Miss   H   M   Sellar  the   Ssr"ll-   f"+:.--I.\`
I,^JUJ   rJr,".a"1e   his   Wlfe   in   December   1949l   when   they   were   married   at   Colt)gne   Cathe:-F-1
'Je(,f3l.llCJr?r    1  949.

1iuSPeCt  the  introduction  Of  the  School  badge)   Prompted  the  introduction  Of  SChC)C)I  i;     i
I"JW  rla./,ng  a  Sultable  badge  tO  Wear On  a  school  uniform

The  introduction  of uniform  clothing  was  an  important factor in  the first  boys  and  girls  coming
down  to  their own  age.  We  watched  them  becoming  school  boys and  school  girls  again  from  being
rather  sophisticated  and  "adult".  This  I  think  was  one  of the  earliest  thrills  we  as  a  staff  had  and  i[
gave  us  a  very warm  feeling.  The  parents  too  noticed  it with  pleasure  and  co-operated  even  more.
The whole thing tended to act like a snowball.

The faith the parents had in the school  in fact made  us feel very humble.  It brought home to us
the tremendous  responsibility we  had  and  at the  same time  helped  us enormously  in  the trying  times
that arise in any school.  One rather unfortunate result however was that the parents assumed that we
were a grammar school.  This was not so although we had "grammar" side.  Because of the somewhat
unfortunate   publicity   given   to   the   new   General   Certificate  of   Education,   parents  jumped   to   the
conclusion  that  Prince  Ruperf School was  preparing  all and  sundry for the Certificate  in  a wide  range
of subjects.  It  did  not  matter so  much  when  the  children  stayed  with  us  -  over a  course  of time  the
parents  could  be  persuaded  that  their  son  or  daughter was  not  academically  giftfull  but  very  oftenI
when  they  had  to  return  to  England  after a  short  stay with  us,  I  was  expected  to  secure  entry to  a
Grammar  School  merely  because  the  child  had  been  with  us.  In  fact  I  had  several  applications  from
prospective parents for admission  under age because a short stay at Prince Ruperf would exempt the
child  from  any  entrance  tests  in  England!  We  had  to  be  very  careful  whom  we  recommended  for
transfer to  Grammar Schools or our reputation  in  England would  have been worse than  bad.  I  found
that  schools  and  Directors  of  Education  in  England  were  very  much  alive  to  this  problem  of parents
returning  home and  on  the whole were extremely  helpful.  I  am  sure the  parents  and their children,  in
the great majorI'ty Of Cases, got a Square deal from everybody concerned)

The  general  life  of the  British  Zone  had  many  curious  reflections  on  the  school.  For  instance)
because  of  the  scattered   nature  of  the  British   population,   certain  facilities  in  the  way  of  cheap
transport were available for all.  The children soon got used to this and would often expect a car to be
"laid  on"  to  take  them  very  short  distances.  Telephones  were  practically  universal  and  most  of  the

older boys and girls were quite used to phoning across Germany on quite trivial affairs.  They expected
to do  it from  School!  One girl arrived at the beginning  of one term with  strict instructions to phone  her
parents to tell them  she  had  arrived  safely.  She  had  come on a special train with 250 others and the
train actually finished  up on a siding  inside the school grounds.  She never asked again!  Parents were
constantly phoning the staff about their children.  At first I think this easy contact was useful - it helped
them  to  overcome  their  ignorance  and  suspicion  of  boarding  school  life,, but  after  a  bit  we  had  to
discourage  such  easy  I'nterCOurSe,  it  tended  tO  get  Out  Of  hand  and  a  letter Will  after  all  solve  most
problems.



Chapters

CIasswork

The  problems we faced with  the actual  opening  of our school were so frightening that  it was
at times  difflcult to  remember that one  of our first  responsibilities was to teach.  lt was very easy to
give ones thoughts too much to questions of living'  welfare,  and  general well  being'  that we were in
danger  of forgetting  one  of our  main  functions.  This  was  made  all  the  greater  by  the  fact  that  the
implements of teachingl  the books and apparatus were  by far the hardest of all  of our requirements
to  come  by.  We  had  playing  fleldSl  furniturel  games apparatus  and  many Other things  but  Very  few
bcoks and pieces of equipment for the classrooms.

We  had  classrooms  all  right.  True  they were  in  nissen  huts  but  very  good  they were.  They
were  roomy  and  light  and  after a  year of suffering  with  plain  concrete  floors  we  had  wooden  ones
laid.  The  huts did  get very  very  hot  in  the  summer but the fire  hoses judiciously  used  kept the  heat
dowm  Maybe  they  did  leak  sometimes;  maybe  they were  ugly;  maybe  the  wall  space  for  hanging
pictures  and  drawings  was  limited;  they  were  classrooms  and  they  did  us  very  well.  Our  practical
rooms too were adequate.  The woodwork shop and the domestic science centre were of brick.  The
former  was  a  little  small  but  Denis  SIade  the  woodwork  masterl  grumble  though  he  did  and  quite
rightly,   produced   some  enormous  community  projects   in   it   in  fine  style.   The   Domestic  Science
Centre,  made  by  knocking  down  the  walls  between  a  series  of  offices'  was  most  effective.  Jean
Flanagan,  the  Domestic Science Mistress was  patient while  it was laboriously planned and adapted.
The  Royal  Engineers  had  I  think  never  had  to  produce  such  a  room  before,  and  the  right  sort  of
apparatus  did  not  seem  to  be  made  in  Germany'  but  eventually  we  were  extremely  proud  of  our
Centre.

Music was tucked  away  in a room that had the advantage of being away from the rest of the
School.  That  is  about  the  only  advantage  it  had.  lt was  too  small,  too  low  and  for  months  it  had  a
rotten  piano.  Stanley  Sackett,  the  music  master,  was  a  combination  of saint  and  genius  to  put  up
with  such  a  room and to get the children to sing  and take the interest in  music that they undoubtedly
did.

However)  in  spite of our lack of apparatus and  booksl  teaching  had to be done.  Some books
of course  arrived  but  most of the staff set about writing  their own.  That  is to say they set out  their
courses,   had  their  notes  duplicated  and  used  them  for  books.   Some  subjects  had  far  greater
difflculty  than  others.   English   is  practically  impossible  without  books  to  read,   modern   languages
require  at  least  something  to  make  the  language  live,  science  requires  a  minimum  of  apparatus.  I
must  confess  I  was  at  this  stage  extremely  sorry  for  the  mathematicians  interminably  making  up
examples.  Perhaps this is because I was never very goer at maths.

Our  boys  and  girds  were  admitted  without  any  entry  test  at  all.   Further,  we  rarely  had  any
report on  them from their previous schools  until we had  known them  long enough to  be able to write
the  report ourselves.  So the first thing  we  had  to do always was to set a  simple test at  least  for all
those  under  13  years  of  age.  The  remainder  we  could  sort  out  usually  by  interview.  These  tests
were  of  our  own  devising  in Arithmetic,  English  and  General  Knowledge.  Later we  used  the  Moray
House  Intelligence  and Aptitude  Tests  and  were  gratifiled  to  learn  that  our own  and  the well  known
tests produced almost identical results on the same children'
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well,  the  first  exam  we  gave  horrifiled  us  and  made  us  think  very  hard.  lt was  not  that  we
were  disappointed  in  the standard  at the top  - far from  it.  lt was  not that we were distressed  at the
standard at the bottom - I  am sure we expected what we had got there.  We were suddenly brought
face to face with  a  problem we never really solved,  the problem of the tremendous range we  had to
cover  in  two forms  in  each  year.  This tremendous  range  haunted  uS for four years.  Fortunately we
had  a  reasonable  staffing  ratio of about  1  to  13  and we were able tO  have  reasonably  Small  forms;
fortunately  I  was  blessed  with  a  staff who were  keen  on  teaching;  and  fortunately  the  school  was
comprised  largely  of  boys  and  girls  who  learned  to  work.  But  we  never  got  over this  tremendous
handicap  to  good  teaching  though  I  am  sure  we  were  much  better  at  minimising  it  eventually  than
we were at the beginning.

ln  septemberl  1947l  we  had  250  pupils  spread  from  the  lst to the  5th  forms.  We  made two
classes  in  each  year  by  divid.lng  the  children  roughly  in  half and  off we went.  We  called  the  better
half the "Grammarl side and the other the "Modern".  At  least we did  this in the fourth and fifth forms
and  tried  to  keep  any  distinctions  quite  nominal  below that.  We  certainly  did  not try to  cater for the
"Technical"  stream  and  those  Children  Who WOuld  have  been  in  that  Stream  in  England  were  in  the
"Grammarl forms.

lt  may  seem  strange  that  the  school  could  be  divided  equally  like  that  in  view  of the  small
percentage  of children who  achieve "Grammarl  grading  at  home.  We  never quite  answered  all  the
queries  about this to our own  satisfaction.  lt  isl  howeverl  certain thatl  taking the school  as a wholel
there  was  a  far  higher  percentage  of  more  intelligent  children  than  is  usual  in  a  complete  cross
section  in  England,  Maybe  social  class  has  something  to  do with  this  -  the SOCial  Scale  in  Germany
started  someway up.  For practical  purposes we  had to give some Children the beneflt Of the doubt -
a  crime  educationally  I  will  be told  I  know  but  it just  had  to  be  done  if our  boys  and  girls Were  tO  be
split  up  into  the  number of classes the  staff could  physically teach  and the  size of class that would
go  into our rooms.  At any rate we made these divisions in  1947 and went on doing  it for four years.

1950  the  school  started  to get  bigger and  tO  expand  at the  bottom.  Immediately We  had  enough
for three  classes  in  any year the  division  became  easierl  our consciences  became  easier and  the
children learned more-  lt was incredible what tremendous difference it made.

ln   1948  we  were  getting   so  worried   about  a   number  Of  really  backward   boys  and   girls
floundering  in  the  second  and  third  forms  that  we  created  a  special  class  for them,  lt was  for  two
years  taught  by  one  of the  masterls  wives  and  then  a  teacher  specially  trained  in  such  work  was
engaged.  under both the results were very gratifying.  We kept the class small - it never grew bigger
than  10  and their response  in the case Of those Children who had  missed  schooling was immediate
and  rapid,  One  or  two  eventually  did  well  in  our  "grammar'  forms,  Even  the  worst  made  distinct
progress and it was all a great tribute to the teachers who taught them.

This form  raised  a curious problem from time tO time.  Staff were  rather inclined  to regard  it as
a  cure  for their troubles with  children  who  could  not  keep  up  in  their own  classes.  This tendency  to
want to transfer slower children was firmly resisted - especially  by the  mistresses of the  Remove as
it was  called.  lt  is  I  am  sure  a  natural  human  weakness  for us  all  to want to  get  rid  of our weaker
pupils and those who cannot keep up without an effort on our own and on their part.  They may have
been  badly  taught  in  the  past,  it  is  of course just  possible  that  they  are  being  badly  taught  in  the
present!  They  may be finding  difficulty with a  Particular Subject for a Variety Of reasons but they Were
not thereby necessarily dull or backward  in the real sense of the word.  ln fact during the four years  I
was  there  we  had  only  three  really  mentally  retarded  children  as  opposed  tO  Children  Who  Were
academically behind where they should have been.
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we  found  quite  early  on  that  it  was  going  to.be  difficult  to  make  our  boys  and  girls  work.
Many  of  the  Older  OneS  had  nO  intention  Of doing  Sol  Some  had  actua"y  left  sChcol  Once  tO  Stait
work and  had come to Germany with their Parents Who decided that SChOOI Was Once again the best
place for them.  That  made the  res.triCtiOnS Of SChOOl  life and  the  idea Of doing  bcok WOrk Once again
a  somewhat distressing  phenomenon.  others  had  had  a  gap  of 9  months  since  they  had  left  their
previous schools and  had forgotten  much of what was expected of them in the joys of their long  and
enforced  holiday. Another factor was the att.ltude Of some Of the Parents Who Obviously had  told their
children  that  it did  not  matter whether they  passed the  School  Certificate at the flrst attempt - there
was  always  a  next  time.  One  mother  even  discussed  at  some  length  With  me  the  questionable
ments  of  a  girl  passing  an  exam  well.  Her  daughter  was  a  lovely  girl  and  mother  Was  apparently
confident that success in an exam would detract from her undoubted charm and beauty!

I  regret to  say we  never did  get our flrst schcol  certificate  class to work  propehy and  it was
not  until  the  end  of  1948  that we  began  tO  See  real  Signs  Of a  desire tO work.  Our task was  I  think
made  harder  by  the  fact that we  never knew when  our  pupils were to  leave.  when  pare'nts  were
posted  back to  England  - an  inevitable factor    their Children  had tO gO back With them.  After a while
we  managed  to get a  regulation  passed  that enabled  those within  a year of their exams to stay onl
but at first we  had  no stability whatever.  This was really disturbing.  One girl  left before she arrived  in
that  her father phoned  (while she was still  on the train  en  route for Wilhelmshaven) to  say She  must
return  to  England  at once.  Our turn  over was  approximately  15%  each  term  and  thus the  average
life   in   the   school   was   only  two   years.   lt   says   a   very  great   deal   for  the  teaching   ability   and
perseverance of the staff that the standards reached were achieved at all.

As  this  attitude  tO  work  Was  Slowly  Put  right  at  the  top  Of  the  school  We  began  tO  have
conslderable  difficulty  at the  bottom.  The  reasons  here were  rather different.  Many of the  boys  and
girls coming  to  us  at  ll  years old  had  Changed  SChOOI  Several  times  in two Or three years.  Many of
them  came  from  small  one  teacher  schools;  many  came  from  somewhat  pampered  homes  where
more  servants  were  employed  than  usual  or  where  servants  were  employed  which  was  unusual.
some   of  the   schools  they  came  from  were  experimenting   unskilfully  with   so  called  "Play  Way"
methods  of  teaching.  The  children  were  having  a  wonderful  time  but  learning  nothing.  They  were
growing  up  restless,  fldgety  beyond  measure,  acquiring  odd  bits  of  knowledge  with  no  paiticular
rhyme  or  reason.  ln  1949 we  had  a  dreadful  entry.  The  slightest distraction  stopped  their WOrk  and
since  many of our classrooms looked on a fleld with  considerable traffic across it they did  practice"y
no  work  at  all.  It  was  for a  time  impossible  tO  get  a  Class  arriving  at the  right  time  and  Place  With
what  it  needed  for a  lesson,  and  most  serious  of all the  children just did  not care.  They  left things
about and  lost them.  what work they did was dreadfully  untidy.  They were unpunCtual tO a degree.
we  became  nearly  frantic.  lt  seemed  to  us that a  "tile  old  fashioned  discipline Was Wanted  in  WOrkl
behaviour and everything else.

The result was quite remarkable.  Short canes were issued tO the Staff Who tcok these Classes.  They
were  used with  discretion  but certain  offences were dealt with thus.  Within a few vyeekS the CIasses
were entirely different.  work  improved - or perhaps  I  should  say began!  Behaviour Improved  and the
school  became  tidier.  lt  must  be  remembered  that  these  children  were  ll  years  old.  Any  of them
might  return  to  England  at  any  moment  and  the  best  Of  them  had  a  right  tO  be  admitted  tO  a
grammar  school.  we  had  a  respons.lb"ity to  these  ch"dren  to  ensure  they were  up  to  standard  for
their age     not  in  a  paiticularly old  fashioned way  but to enable them to take their place with  normal
lnte"igent ch"dren  at  home.  lt.ls  not  unreasonablel  after a"I  that a  child  of eleven with  potentia"y an
academic course in front of him should know his twelve times table!
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ln  faimess to everybody concernedl  I  should  add that subsequent entries were on  the whole
better.  But these unfortunate tendencies did not disappear.  Now I am back in  England  I find they are
in  evidence  here  tco.   I  flnd   boys  forgetful,   unPunCtual,   untidy  tO  a  remarkable  degree  and  not
particularly  careful  about whose  books or games  kit they are  using.  I  fear the standards  of ordinary
decent  behaviour  one  towards  another  and  the  standards  of ordinary  self discipline  are  extremely
low  in  eleven  and  twelve  year  old  boys  today.  Our  profession  would  be  doing  the  country  a  great
service  if as a whole  it  really set about this  problem.  I feel that  parents  need educating  as  much  as
the   children   and   that   many  schoolmasters  and   schoolmistresses  just  do   not  care.   I   am   really
frightened   that  jn   the   post  war  world  we  are   bringing   up  a  generation   of  ill  disciplinedl   selfilshl
unpunctual young scroungers and unless this problem is really tackled now we shall live to regret it.

The fact that Prince Ruperf School  had  no entry exam created one curious problem.  Because
we were taking the School  Certificate  Examination on the Grammar side we were assumed to be a
Grammar  School.  Thus  all  parents  not  only  assumed  that  their  children  would  go  on  to  Grammar
Schools  but  they  assumed,  many  of  them,  that  a  bad  report  or  a  statement  that  the  child  was
working  at  a  level  below  a  Grammar  School  one  was  the  schools  fault.  How  many  times  have  I
heard  the remark "I  can  make him do anything you  knowi)  Hels really intelligent and  llm  sure he can
be made to do it"I

Much  of this  anxiety)  this  desire  in  many  cases for the child  to  have a  better education  than
the  parents  had  hadl  was  accentuated  by the very  instability of the  parentls  position.  Demobilisation
was  looming  ahead  and  the  future  was  uncertain.  Redundancy  in  the  Control  Commission  would
mean  a  retum  to  England  to  look for a job and  a  certain  lowering  in  standards of living.  The various
pressures  brought  to  bear  on  the  children  in  Germany  because  of the  artificial  life  out  there  were
really  more  than  children   should   be  asked  to  put  up  with.   lt  was  nobody's  fault  and   it  all  just
happened  in the  nature of things.  We felt it our duty and  responsibility'  and our pleasure too,  to try to
give real stabilityl  normality and a sense of purpose inside the school to those \who came.

As  time  went  on  it  was  most  noticeable  that  a  sense  of  purpose  and  of  endeavour  was
developing.  Slowly  our  books  and  apparatus  came  along.  The  boys  and  girls  got  used  to  us  and
really  began  to enjoy their  routine.  The  staff became  rather more expert  in  dealing  with  our special
problems  and  standards  of work  began  to  rise,  in  some  forms  to  rise  quickly.  By  the  summer  of
1949  the  upper forms were  beginning  to  realise what  hard work  meant and  some  very  useful  sixth
form  work  was  getting  under way.  ln  that  year we  had  21  school  certificates with  six  matriculation
exemptionsl  results of which we were very  proud.  By  1950 we  had four Higher Certificates  and five
boys had passed into the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst.

From   then   on   our  main   difficulty  was  our  changing   population.   The  first  form   that  went
through  the  school  arriving  at the filfth  form  in the Autumn  of  1950  had  changed  its  members  nearly
twice in three years. Standards are very difflcult to maintain in such circumstances.

Another  trouble,   allied   to  this  one,   was  that  in   general  older  children  were   replaced   by
younger  ones.   Parents  thought  it  was  a  fair  risk  to  bring  young  children  to  Germany.  After  their
children  were  about   13  or   14  they  tended  to  leave  them  at  school  in   England  if  a  posting  to
Germany  came  along'  quite  rightly  in  my  OPiniOn.  The  average  age  of  the  school  thus  tended  to
drop.  ln  1948rd9  we  were  well  balanced.  By  1951  the  top  of the  school  was  getting  very  thin  and
extra  classes  were  being  introduced  at  the  bottom.  lt  is  in  my  opinion  a  remarkable  tribute  to  the
staff  that,  in  these  circumstances,  standards  were  maintained  at  all  and  that  the  various  classes
kept  their  cohesion  at  all.  We  all  want  through  remarkable  mental  gymnastics  from  term  to  term
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trying to  keep our sense of values and sense of proportion  and above all trying  to  keep the  life and
work in our school as near to normal as possible.

From  the foregoing  account of the factors we had to  keep in  mind  it is apparent that we  had
Plenty Of room for experiment.  We had a delightfully free hand  in this respect from the Directorate,  a
free hand for which  I was etemally grateful. A school  is always going to have a personality of its own
and  an  attitude  of mind  of its  own  and  there  is  nothing  a  headmaster desires  more than  to  be  left
alone  to  get  on  with  his job.  ln  all  our thoughts  and  actions  we  tried  to  measure  their effect on  the
children,  not on  ourselves.  We  always  tried  honestly to  come to decisions  by  seeing  how we  could
best   benefilt   the   boys   and   girls   committed   to   our   care   by   trusting   and   courageous   parents.
Remembering that all the time the children were liable to be sent back to England at short notice we
had  to  try  to  adapt  our  special  ciroumstances  to  the  conditions  prevailing  at  home  -  not  in  any
particular locality -  but  in  the country as a whole  if such  a thing  is  possible.  Above all  I  considered  it
our  duty  to  see  that  potentially  academic  children  should  be  able  to  gain  admittance  to  Grammar
Schools  in  England.  This may sound  biased -  I  have  had all of my experience in  Grammar Schools -
but  I  feel  most  strongly  that they  are  often  the  children  who  are  forgotten  in  the  welter  of modern
experiments.   lt  must  be  remembered  I  think  that  these  children  are  the  potential  leaders  of  our
country  however  much  we  may  try  to  disguise  the  fact.  They  are  generally  speaking  the  most
intelligent.  They shine  by comparison with their less gifted neighbours in  most directions.  They are  in
general  better at  both  academic work and at more practical things.  They provided the leaders  in the
school  in  almost  every way.  I  say this without any  hesitation.  we  had  pupils of all  kinds,  clever and
not  so  clever,  "grammarl  and  "modern"  staying  on  until  18,  and  the  answer was  practically  always
thesame,

This does not mean that the too gifted  child  is any less important in  itself - far from  it.  we had
duties  and  responsibilities to them  no  less  important  in  themselves  but the  less gifted  child  does  not
face  the  fierce  competition  on  changing  school  that  its  more  gifted  companion  does.  His  standards
are intrinsic,  there is no set academic standard that must be reached by a certain time.  There we felt
justified  in  experimenting  with  methods,  aims  and  values  with  the  "Modern"  side  while  we  tried  to
steer our "Grammarl side to well known though exacting levels of attainment.

To this and we did  not make up our minds about a child's potential capabilities until the end of
the third year or at least we tried  not to. All children in the flrst year followed the same course though
naturally one class worked  faster than  the other.  All  learned  German.  We thought this was obvious
and  many  knew  quite  a  lot when  they came.  A second  language  -  French  - was  picked  up  in  the
second  year.  Actually this led to trouble within a year when children  retumed home to England to go
on  to  Grammar  Schools with  the  wrong  language.  We  therefore  changed  over,  took  French  in  the
first  year,  picked  up  German  in  the  second,  when  those who were weak  and who obviously were
floundering  dropped  the   French.   We  did  at  least  ensure  that  all  who  were  going  to  make  the
Grammar School grade were properly catered for.

In the three bottom years of the school  many cross postings were made and most successful
they   were   in   both   directions.   We   made   mistakes   in   our   original   placings   which   in  \inevitable)
particularly   when   the   previous   histories   and   backgrounds   of  the   children   were   so   hazy.   After
children  transferred  from  the  fast  to  the  slow  stream  they  became  far  better "citizens"  as  a  result.
There was  always  keen  competition  to transfer the other way and these cross  postings are one  of
the   great   advantages   of   a   bi-lateral   or   multi-lateral   school.   They   represent   one   of   the   few
advantagesl far outweighed in my opinion by the educational disadvantages.
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After the third year the SPlit between  Grammar and  Modem streams was complete.  However
much  staffs try to disguise the differences between  the two they are very apparent to staff,  children
and  parents.  on occasion the Modern side did work of which the Grammar side was jealous but not
often.  There was  an  unspoken  Pity for the  Modern  side.  However well  the  boys and  girls all  got on
together,  however friendly they werel  this  pity on the One Side and jealousy On the Other Was  never
far  below  the  surface.  children  instinctively  know  whether  they  are  better  or  worse  at  any  given
thing  than  their  companions.   lt  in   no  bad  thing.   ln  adult  life  we  recognise  and  respect  superior
qualities  in  others.  Maybe we try to emulate and  copy.  We  know or at least hope that we are  better
at  some  things  than  some  other  people.  lt  seems  to  me  right  and  proper  that  these  differences
should  be  appreciated  at  school.  lt  is  very wrong  that  they  should  be  hidden  or  glossed  over  and
that  is  what  is  happening  to-day.   I  have  said  that  practically  all  our  leaders  come  from  the  more
intelligent  and  gifted  children.   This  was  inevitable.  The  fact  that  the  Modern  stream  was  always
competing  with  more  intelligent  children  in  such  things  as  games,  activities  and  in  the  leadership  of
the  school  was  very  bad  for  them.  That  is  why  I  am  firmly  of the  opinion  that  tO  lump  all  Children
together  in  the  same  school  is  fundamentally  wrong.  All  should  have  equal  opportunities.  That  in
self-evident and  nobody will argue With  it.  But a system of grading  that gives less Clever children the
opportunity to share in a community suited to their capabil'lties is essential if the best in them  is to be
brought out and their characters developed.  This is even  more important where there is a difference
in the ages at which the various children  leave school. At Prince Ruperf School  many of the Modern
stream  stayed  until  they  were  17  or  18.  The  differences  persisted.   How  much  more  must  these
factors apply  if the  Modern  side are going to  leave at  15 or  16 and their grammar side companions
staytill  17or 18?

From the class point of view we tried experiments tO benefit the Modern side.  We arranged
their  subject time  in  blocks  to  allow  more  flexibility.  A  great  many  examples  of group  work  Were
tried  in  History,  Geography  and  in  more  practical  subjects.  lt  is  however a  fallacy to  say that the
child  who  is  not  brilliant  academically  will  shine  at  practical  things.  He  will  very  often  be  better  at
the latter himself but that does not necessarily mean a high standard.

I  remember one particular                  that rather opened  my eyes.  We had a small hand  printing
press  in the school and six boys were told to print off some notepaper.  The type was all set and the
machine was ready. Andrew Henderson the Art and  Handicraft Master merely told them to do it and
watched   their  reactions.   within   two   minutes  a  complete  factory  chain  was  formed.   Each   boy
undertook  a  small  mechanical  job  such  as  separating  the  paper  or  pressing  the  lever.  They  were
most  efficient,  they  talked  of  football  as  they  worked  and  showed  no  interest  whatever  in  the
workings of the machine.

The biggest group project we tried was the SChOOl farm. We had pigs, chickens,  ducks,  geese
and  rabbits.  The  pig  styls,  chicken  homes  and  so  on  were  all  built  in  the  school.  This  of  course
included   brickwork  and  cementing  as  well  as  woodwork.   These  were  extremely  well  done.   The
whole  thing  was  given  a  grant  from  the  school  funds  and  thereafter was  self supporting.  Accounts
were  keptl  balance  sheets drawn  up  and  the  various jobs all  parcelled  out.  lt was  most successful)
so successful  in fact that we overpopulated the area available to the farm and  it became somewhat
muddy   and   ,.depressed".   unfortunately   the   whole   thing   had   to   go   to   make   room   for   building
extensions.  we gained a lot of experience from it and  I am sure the children gained much.  We were
particularly proud of the fact that we built the whole thing ourselves.
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One  big  difficulty  was  presented  by  three  boys  and  girls  Who  Stayed  On  after  they  WOuld
normally  have  left  school  because  their  parents  were  still  in  Germany.  They  really  aught  to  have
been  learning  a trade or launching  themselves on  some sort of career.  They presented  a  challenge
to  us  and  we  tried  desperately to  give  them  useful  work  and  experience.  Unfortunately  there  were
never many of them  at any given time.  We resorted to  more or less individual timetables and  by and
large  they  chose  what  they  wanted  to  do.   The  girls  usually  were  very  happy  to  specialise
Domestic  Science  and   Needlework.  Art  was  another  favourite.   The  boys  had  elementary  motor
engineering  classes - we were  lucky enough to  buy very cheaply an  old  Mercedes van  and  to  have
an  expert  on  our administrative  staff.  Woodwork was  quite  popular  but there was always  evident  a
somewhat  pathetic  hankering  after academic subjects  quite  beyond  the capabilities of those wanting
to  do  it,   I  believe  and  most  sincerely  hope  that  the  extra  time  these  boys  and  girls  spent  at  the
school was useful. Some became monitors and prefects and gained experiences that way.

The  out  of  school  activities,  which  will  be  described  elsewhere  were  useful.   Everybody,  of
whatever  grade  or  standard,  had  regular art  and  music  lessons.  So we tried  to  make the  school  a
busy  one  and  one  where  hard  work was  expected.  I  think we  succeeded.  lt  is certain  that  as  time
went  on  the  attitude  to  work  got  very  much  better.  one  sensed  a  rising  sense  of  purpose  in  the
school  which  affected  everybody,  and  as  a  result  I  am  sure the  boys  and  girls were  happy  in  what
they were doing.

lt  was  perhaps  fitting  that  in  1951,  just  as  I  left  and  the  flrst  phase  of the  school's  life  ended  and  it
began  to  grow  into  something,  much  bigger  one  of our pupils  gained  a  State  Scholarship.  lt  is true
he  had  left  us the  year  previously after gaining  his  Higher Cerfiflcate because  his father Went  home.
He  had  been  with  us  for over three  years  and  We  felt  entitled  tO take  much  Of the  Credit for this.  lt
meant at least that  in  Science and  Mathematics,  his subjects,  our standards  had  certainly  risen tO a
goodlevel.

- - -------I-|--\~----------------------------- -+------------ -- ----_
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Chapter4

Clubs, Societies and Activities

A  boarding  school  has  special  opportunities  and  indeed  special  responsibilities  in  so far as
leisure  time  is  concerned.  No  child's  life  should  be  made  up  only  of work,  play,  and  sleep.  It  will
grow  up  into  a  very  dull  person  indeed.  ln  fact  learning  to  use  leisure time well  is  perhaps  one  of
the   most   difficult   and   one   or   the   most   useful   lessons   to   be   learnt   during,   childhood   and
adolescence.  This  is  I  think  very  clearly  shown  in  our  modern  age  when  people  work  for  shorter
hours  than  hitherto  and  in  general  have  more  money  to  spend  than  formerly.  The  advent  of the
cinema,   wireless   and   television,   the   commercialisation   of   professional   football   and   such   like
entertainments  have  made  us  into  a  nation  that  expects to  be  entertained  and  tends  to  make  us
forget that much of the joy of life is to be gained from entertaining ourselves.

This was very aptly  illustrated  in  the  school  as soon  as  it opened.  On the first Saturday we
had  a  film  show as a convenient help to getting through our filrst week-end.  The cinema  happened
to  be  there  in  our  hall  and  was  in  fact  used  twice  a  week  for  the  benefilt  Of  the  Royal  Naval

and  the  adult  British  population  of Wilhelmshaven,  We  ran  a  performance  for the
school.  The  immediate  reaction of the boys and  girls was that there would  be a free cinema each
Saturday.  The  following,  week  they  did  not  ask  if there was  to  be  a  film  but they  asked  when  it
began!   lt  didn't.   ln  fact  for  two  or  three  terms  there  were  no  more  films.   I  did  this  deliberately
because  I wanted to impress on our children the need for them to do something themselves.  I was
very  unpopular  as  a  result  but  in  the  end  it  all  worked  out  beautifully.  We  established  a  system
whereby each  House or each of the major school societies arranged  saturday night concerts and
entertainments. At first they were very "corny" and they had many of them - so called sophistication
- about them that did  not become their authors or players.  Gradually they improved - we watched
our pupils  become boys and girls again  in  their outlook - and  some of the later shows were quite
first  class.  I  think  the  real  high  light  occurred  in  1950  when  on  one  Saturday  night  Drake  House
produced  an  excellent  revue.  It  was  called  "Ducks  and  Drakes"  -  the  Housemasterls  name  was
Duxbury!  - and  it lasted  21/2 hours.  The period was  Elizabethan and the costumes,  all  made  by the
girls of the  house,  were very charming and  historically quite accurate.  The next week,  Collingwood
House  produced  a  most charming  Nativity  Play  and  immediately afterwards a  very funny one  act
comedy.  The contrast and the standard  of production  showed  a versatility and  skill  that was  most
pleasing.

Many and  varied were these Saturday night shows and their effect on the school dramatic society
was very  soon  apparent.  Our usual trouble  here was,  as with  so many other things,  our changing
population,  I  cannot  say  how  many  promising  actors  and  actresses  left  us  before  they  were  15.
John  Fletcher,  the modern language master and our dramatic expert,  never knew from one term to
the  next where  his  casts  were  coming  from.  We  produced  a  full  three  act  play at the  end  of the
Christmas term and a short one act                       at the end of speech  Day at the end of the summer
term.  Our first  serious  effort was  scenes  from  Milnels  "Make  Believe".  AIready great  promise  was
shown  and  in  particular the stage craft sections  under the Art and Woodwork masters were doing
some  very  ingenious  and  effective  things.  We  went  on  to  "Le  Bourgeois  Gentilhomme")  "R.u.R."
and the  Malvolio scenes from "Twelfth  Night".  We were very lucky to have a  lovely hall with a  very
reasonable  stage.  True  the wing  space was  practically  non  existent  but  this  drawback  made  the
productions  all  the  more  interesting.  lt  was  eventually  quite  normal  for  no  member  of staff to  be
back stage once a production had started and even make up was eventually largely left to the boys
and  girls.  ln this way they all  learned a very great deal about production and stage management in
allitsforms.

The first school Magazine was produced at the end of the first term. we were determined to
record  ourselves  from  the  very  start.  lt took  a  lot of doing  but  it was  very  much  worth  while.  we
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tried to break away from the traditional idea of the magazine being merely an account of our games
and  societies.  We  tried  to  develop the  literary side.  In  fact as far as we could we tried to ensure
that  it was written  in  full  or nearly  so  by the  boys  and  girls.  lt was their magazine  describing  their
affairs  and  was  a  mirror  of their  society.  lt  is  in  my  opinion  very  wrong  for  staff  to  write  school
magazines.  True,  a much higher standard of writing is then achieved but a school magazine should
live  up to  its title and  be an  expression  of the schools  life as  it is lived  by the boys and girls of the
school.  Wth the magazine,  as with all of our other societies) we had to take stock from time to time
to ensure that we were  not getting  into a  rut,  and  it was very encouraging to see changes  being
made in its form, changes that generally meant improvement and that was an indication that the life
of the school was never becoming stagnant.

Very  early  on  we  decided  to  form  units of some  our national  boys  and  girls  organisations.
For  the  girls  we   had   Guide  and   Ranger  Companies  and  for  the  boys  a  Sea  Cadet  Corps.
Enrolment was voluntary  in  every case and  it was very encouraging to see so  many of our pupils
joining.  Each  unit met as a whole once each week but each had further meetings for specific extra
things.  Thus  the  girls  often  made trips  out  in  the  summer and  many very enjoyable outings were
organised.  Eventually a  large hut became empty through  a  reorganisation and was given to these
girls  units  as  their  permanent  home.  It  supplied  a  long  felt  need  and  enabled  them  to  organise
themselves  much  more  easily  and  efficiently.  They  had  existed  for over three  years  without  any
place they could  call their own and their keenness and efficiency - in  spite of this handicap - were
remarkable.

The boys were luckier in their Cadet Corps. They at least always had a couple of rooms and
eventually  were  able  to  take  over  a  proper  headquarters  on  the  dockside  and  by  the  school
boatsheds.  lt is probably as good a headquarters as exists in the Sea Cadets an)^^/here.  We had
great difficulty  in  obtaining  permission  for the  unit to form  at all  because we were outside  England
we  never  received  a  capitation  allowance.  On  the  other  hand  we  had  tremendous  help  from  the
Royal  Navy  in  Germany.  They even  gave  us a 250 ton  diesel  yacht on  permanent  loan.  Not only
did  they  allot  it to  us  but they  completely  overhauled  it.  We  cruised  with  sea  cadet  crews  to  the
Baltic and to Rotterdam where we took part in a Dutch  Royal   Navy  Week.  Funnily  enough  ln  splte
of our Sea Cadet Corps, we never sent any boy to the Royal Naval College at Dartmouth. All of our
boys  going  into the  services wanted  the Army  - their fathers were  mostly soldiers - and  a  steady
trickle  of boys went to the  Royal  Military Academy at Sandhurst.  Several  boys on the other  hand
went on to the Royal  Navy in other capacities,  notably through H.M.S.  St. Vincent, the boys training
establishment at Gosporf.

I am a great believer in the pre service training  units  for  boys  for  many  obvious   reasons.
The only dangerl  which  must be firmly watched  is that they must in  no sense of the word train the.
boys   in   or   be   a   medium   whereby   the   masters   who   officer   them   use   their   unit   for   self
aggrandisement  and  the  development  of a  rank  conscious  attitude.  Men  who  officer these  units
must remain first and foremost school masters except when they are on parade.

As  an  offshoot  of the  Cadet  Corps  we  instituted  a  system  whereby  the  boys  marched  to
meals.  lt  had two useful  effects,  lt  meant the school arrived  at the dining  hall  in  an  orderly fashion
and  did  not  all  arrive  at once)  and  it eventually  had  a very good effect on the  bearing  of the  boys.
Several visitors latterly commented most favourably on the way the boys held themselves and I put
this down  largely to the four short daily marches the boys had.  When we started this marching the
girls  insisted  on  doing  it  too  and  we  let  them  for a  short while.  Thereafter they walked  to  meals
under their house prefects.

The  girls  always took  part  in  combined  parades  on  such  occasions  as the  King's  Birthday
and the Annual  Foundation  Day Service.  They by no means detracted from the smartness of these
parades.  The boys were lucky in that their uniform was provided; the girls had to provide their own
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on one afternoon a week the domestic science centre was open for any senior girl to go in
and  look after her own clothes.  Many never sent their more  Precious jumpers tO the laundry,  they
washed them them-selves.  The senior girls, too, were expected tO dO all their OWn mending.

The  choir  met  regularly  each  Week,  but for years  We  COuld  never  arrange  it  SO  that  every
age  group  was  free  at the  same  time  during  the  activity  periods.  This was  a  nuisance,  but  was
dictated  by the  fact that,  owing  to  our comparative  shortage  of sports  pitches,  somebody  had  to
play  games  each  day.  The  choir  got  over  it  by  meeting  in  What  became  tO  be  known  aS  the
children,s "own time".  AIthough the choir did  not confine itself tO Church  music I Will  Say more about
this when  I am discussing the spiritual side of the school.

The  chess  club,  the  Photography  Club  and  the  library  activity,  Where  boy  and  girl  librarians
learned  to  look  after the  books,  accounted for small  but regular groups.  The woodwork  shop was
ever  popular  both  with  boys  and  g.lrls.  Many  of the  latter turned  out  really  beautiful  work;  if  they
were  really  interested,  they showed  remarkable  patiencel  and  One  Of Our  head  girls took  home a
very fine bookshelf as a present for her parents on their 21st wedding anniversary.

The needlework room,  too,  Was in constant demand.  Many girls made their own dresses. A
whole batch of guide uniforms was made and some very pretty frocks went home as presents for
little sisters.  ln the needlework room we had several  looms including a carpet loom.  The interest in
this went in  phases - at times,  boys and girls were queuing  up to weave and  at others the  looms
were  idle.  school  scarves,  several  rugsl  even  material was made and  put to good  use.  This room
was always a hive of industry before any stage production.  Wardrobe mistresses were to be seen
at  all  sorts  of times  surrounded  by willing  helpers  getting  things  ready.  Cushions  and  curtains for
the  stable  clubroom,  bags  for the  church  collections,  flags for marking the football  pitches,  sailing
pennants and many other useful things were in constant demand.

The  school  really  was  a  busy  Place.  True  there  were  always  boys  and  girls  Who  did  not
know  what  to  dQ  but  they  Were  not  numerous.  The  real  test  of  all  this  came  at  week  ends  Of
course,  particularly  wet  ones.  At  firstl  everybody  was  bored  Stiff.  Gradually  the  school  became
aware that there was much to do and gradually the boredom disappeared.  In fact eventually,  as we
had  hoped,  there was  not enough time to do everything that the boys and  girls wanted  to do.  As
this  happened,   more  completely  free  and  unorganised  time  was  allowed  for.  We  felt  we  were
achieving what we had set out to do,  to give the boys and girls interests that would  perhaps prove
lasting'   They  were  beginning  tO  use  their  leisure  time  in  their  OWn  Way  Without  Wanting  tO  be
amused.

As the school grew Older, the average age Of the Children fell and eventually fell rapidly.  One
unfortunate  result  of this was that,  after we  had  reached  a certain  peak  in  about  1950,  we found
the  school  less and  less able to  look after itself in this  respect)  and  I  know that in  1952 the whole
timetable had to be rearranged because there were so many juniors and comparatively few seniors
and   activities   to   cater   for   them   all   could   not   be   so   readily   arranged.   An   activity   naturally
presupposes that the group taking  part is small and that seniors learn tO take control and  lead the
juniors.  For  it  all  to work Well  this  in  turn  Presupposes  a  reasonably  balanced  SChOOI  Such  aS We
hadtill1950.

lt  will  be  noticed  that We  had  Very  few  if any  activities  On  an  academic  Plane.  This  was  a
great pity.  lt is,  I think,  explained  by the fact that our sixth form was always very sma".  Academic
societies  flourish  when  senior work  is  being  done  by  a  reasonable  proportion  of the  school,  and
this  never happened to us,  True)  embryo societies existed  in that boys and girls held  discussions
among  themselves  and  with  the  staff  on  for  instance  scient'lfic  subjects,  but  these  were  always
related  more  to  the  classwork  that was  going  on  than  to  more  general  topics.  lt was  one  of the
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and  they always  looked a great Credit tO themselves and the mistresses Who Were responsible for
them.  The  boys  had  a  drum  and  bugle  band  and  some  Very  Successful  and  colourful  combined
parades were held.

In all for activities three blocks Of time each Week for each boy and girl Were Set On One Side
and everybody chose at the beginning of each term what they wanted to do.  The only proviso was
that  once  the  choice was  made  that  activity  had  to  be  continued  for the  term.  By  and  large  the
activities worked  out  by  age  groups  and  many were  run  side  by  side with  the games  afternoons
where obviously the school was divided  by age.  We did  no work in the afternoons,  and after trying
evening  lessons  we  lengthened  the  mornings  and  did  six  lessons  each  morning.  This  left  every
afternoon  clear for games and activities,  the evenings being  left for prep and some completely free
time.  Thus a typical afternoonlS Programme for any boy might be:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

A girls  might be:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Games
Activity - Model  Railway Club
Activity - Chess Club
Sea Cadet Parade
Games
Games - school  match,  the  team  being  Watched  and  Cheered
by the rest of the school.

Needlework
Ranger Parade
Games
Ballroom  Dancing
Games

we tried  to  make these general  activities as varied  as  possible.  Of course staff had  to be
found  to  run them  properly)  and  so our limit was  really dictated  by the limit of the staff interests.  ln
this we were very fortunate and  it was difflcult to find  any activity that the children wanted that the
staff were  not  interested  in.  Thus  we  catered  for  mOdellingl  Particularly  in  the  model  railway  line
which  happens to be my own hobby.  I found that the older and younger boys did not really mix and
wanted different things - the older boys to make things and the younger ones to see the wheels go
round.  so we had to have two clubrooms to cater for them both. We did a lot of dancing.  Boys and
girls  were  equa"y  keen  on   ballroom  dancingl   and  we  taught  not  only  the  steps  but  ballroom
etiquette  as well.  This  too was  linked  for the  girls With  the  dressmaking  Classes,  and  it Was  most
pleasing to see the taste in dress improve so rapidly.  school dances were the only occasions when
the girls were allowed to  use  makeup.  what a  battle we  had on  occasion  over this!  Many are the
girls who have been sent back to their houses to wash their faces and start again.  How woith wh"e
a" this was though!  lt is so obvious that so many of these activities are linked with other things and
lt  is obvious that their successful  linking  depends On  a  really enthusiastic Staff and  On  a  SChOOl  not
being  too  big   otherwise  the  boys  and  girls  become  merely  impersonal  digits  and  this  "nk'lng  of
pleasure)  social training and the training for leisure becomes impossible.

Although  the  boys and  girls joined  SO  happily for ballroom  dancing,  we COuld  never  interest
the  boys  in folk dancing or in  country dancing.  The girls were  most enthuSiaStiCl  but,  except When
for  a  short  time we  tried  compulsionl  with  a  group  of junior  boys  in  the  mistaken  hope  that  once
they had tried it they would like itl we never had boys attending at all.
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tragedies of the school that so many boys and girls had to leave before their schooldays were over
and it was particularly in this respect that the school suffered as a result.

I  feel  confident,  however)  that  apart  from  the  more  serious  side  of the  use  of  leisure  we
succeeded  in  giving  our  pupils  a  much  broader  vision  of  the  opportunities  they  themselves  will
have when they have grown  up)  and  I only hope that as a result many of them will live happier lives
because of their time with  us than they might otherwise have done.
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Chapters

Staff

The  life  of a  SChOOl  must  inevitably  reflect  the  ideas  and  feelings  Of  its  Staff.  This  is  more

particularly so when a school is new and has no traditions of any kind.  There can be no doubt that
at  prince  Ruperf School  an  atmosphere Of homeliness  soon  grew uP.  The  boys  and  girls felt they
rea"y  belonged to the school  and that the school  rea"y belonged to them.  This was a  reflectlOn Of
the feeling of the staff.

lt was all rea"y a most remarkable thing.  Many of the staff had tO be Picked Without interview
apart from the general  one  in  London.  They  had  been Selected for Service in  Germany,  but not for
the  school  in  paiticular.  They  assembled,  liked  each  Other and  Settled  down  aS  a  team.  Men  and
women  came to  Germany for a  variety Of reasons  but all  Of them Were  imbued  -  must have  been
imbued  - with  a  spirit of adventure.  perhaps  it was this  pioneering  spirit that  knitted  us  so  closely
together.   lt  is  certain  that  the  first  arrivals  were  thri"ed  with  the  idea  of  starting  a  new  school
Those who came later caught this feeling,  and for four years We Were Carr'led forward On the Crest
of a wave - a wave of optimism despite our setbacksl  a wave of happinessl  a wave of endeavour.
During  that time  there Were  Only three  misfits Who  left,  and  during  that time too  nO Cliques  SPrang
up inside the school.

Boarding schools are notorious for the feeling that Can grow uP between individual  members
of thelr staffs.  Hugh Walpole has of COurSe exaggerated this in "Mr Perrin  and  Mr Trail",  but it is a
very  real  danger.  There  may  have  been  Odd  quarrels  at  Prince  Ruperi  School,  quite  obviously
people  had  their own  Particular friends,  but there  never Were dissensions  and  CleaVageS  Such  aS
have  occurred  in  many  schools.  The  result  was  a  united  band  Of  enthusiastic  man  and  women
working  for the  same  end  - the  good  of the  children  in  their care.  lt would  be  impossible to  find  a
more  loyal  staff anywhere.  They  stayed  at  the  SChOOl  because  they  liked  itl  they  discussed  thelr
problems openly and  frankly with  me and With  each  Other and,  When  a decision Was  made,  it Was
accepted  by everybody in the right spirit.  particularly to the outside world a united front was always
shown.   Maybe  we  were  considered  dogmatic  and  opinionated   by  Outsiders)   but  nobody  ever
succeeded  in dictating to the schooll  and  it was this willingness to work out our own salvation and)
indeed,  our ability to do so  by  pooling  our ideas that  made us all  so inter-dependent and therefore
so united.  lt was a most inspiring thing.

The  staff  came  from  a"  SOrtS  Of  SChOOIS.  We  had  men  and  women  from  Public  schools)
grammar  schools,   secondary  modern  schools  and  even  schools  for.  educationally  sub  normal
children.  we  had  men  and  women  with  good  boarding  school  experlence,  and  some  who  had
never  been  inside  a  boarding  school  in  the.lr  lives.  we  were  a  tremendous  mixture  and  all  the
better for it,  we  kept each  other humble  by our unwillingness to accept any  solution  to  a  problem
merely  because  "it  always  had  been  done  like  that".  As  a  result,  and  aS  time  Went  On,  We  Were
evolving  a type of school different from  any other and  one  I  believe that had  much that was good
borrowed from the various types of school represented on the staff.

our boarding  housesl  for instancel  were a typical  example of th'lS.  Based though  they Were
on  the  traditional  public  school  system  they  very  soon  began  to  develop  characteristics  of  thelr
own.  They were  mixedl  and  SO  immediately the somewhat SPaitan  Public SChOOl  atmosphere Was
softened.  I  found,  incidentally'  that the housemistresses would  never give as much  responsibility to
their house monitors as the men did - apparently no woman ever does. The girls never expected
it   so   nobody  ever  mindedl   but  the   housemistresses  worked  far  harder  as  a   result  than  the
housemasters did.  At one time the four housemasters  had come from a Public SChOOll  a grammar
school,  a preparatory school and a secondary modern school. At the same timel their OPPOSite
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numbers   on  the  girlsl   side   had   come  from   two  grammar  schoolsl   a  technical   school   and   a
secondary  modern  school.  sma"  wonder that the  houses  varied  in  their ideas  and  atmospheres.
small wonder that there was no slavish following of a system.  The interesting thing  iS that aS time
went  on  they  tended  to  develop  a  similarity  -  and  that  sim.llarity  was  all  the  time  approaching  the
public  school   ideal  with   all  that  that  implies.   Although  the  public  SChOOl   men  Were  tending   tO
become  less  austere,  the others were tending to tighten  up on  themselves  in  the  running  of their
houses.

one  of the  most  refreshing  things  about the  staff as  a whole was their desire to teach  at
good  standards.  I  believe that too little  insistence  iS  made these days On the Value Of hard work  ln
school.  I  was  delighted  to find  a  Staff Who thought With  me.  Activities  are  all well  and  good  in  thelr
proper place and we had a place for them.  By and large) the staff were unanimous about the Value
of  hard   work   and   the   effect  of  good   mental   discipline   in   the   classroom.   Consequently,   the
standards  were  constantly  rising  and  the  staff  as  a  whole  were  thrilled  when  the  first  state
scholarship was won  by a  boy who  had  been with  us for three years.  The school was thri"ed too
both the grammar and the non grammar sides. we felt that too many schools are playlng about too
much  with their pupilsl futures by not insisting  enough on  the value of hard work)  of hard  learning)
and  of  the  value  of  the  self  discipline  learnt  by  being  made  to  work  hard.  Gradually  the  school
became a place where the boys and girls worked hard and  I am sure it was a better place for it.  lt
certainly was not a dull place as a result.

During  those  first  four  years,  the  Staff  never  grew  above  twenty  in  Strength  and  yet  the
number  of  games  and  interests  that  always  flourished  was  remarkable.  We  always  produced
teams  at cricketl  hockeyl  soccerl  sailing)  ridingI  SWimmingl  athletiCSl  tennis)  netballl  and  rOunderS.
All  were  properly coached all the time.  The activities of various  kinds Were  always flourishing  and
depended on the enthusiasm of the staff.  They made the whole community a Very busy and happy
One.

we always laughed together.  Maybel  at the beginning,  some Of the laughter had an hysterical  note
about  it  -  our  problems were  so vast  and  seem,lngly endless.  But  laugh  we  did.  What  a  blessing
that  wast  How dull  we would  have  been  OtherWiSe!  As  a  result the  school  Was  a  happy  Place,  a
place  where  people  enjoyed  their  work  and  their  leisure  -  a  place  where  people  Were  friendly
perhaps this  last was the most important of all.  we were an  isolated community;  we had to  make
the most of our situation  miles from the nearest British community and having Very little in common
with   our   German   neighbours,   The   staff  were   always   dropping   in   tO   each   Others   flats.   The
mistresses formed what they called the Dorcas Society - a weekly knitting meeting Where they got
a weekls  scandalmongering  off their chests!  Andl  from  my  personal  POint Of VieWl  it Was  grand  tO
feel  that  the  staff wanted  my wife  and  I  to join  in their social  life.  I  know that We Were Very  happy
therel  and On the Purely Personal Side are Very grateful for four Very happy years.

wth  the  teaching  staff must  be  included  the  administrative  staff.  Because  of their terms  Of
service and the different contracts they had,  they tended to change som.ewhat frequently,  at  least
in  the  early  days.  They  fitted  in  remarkably Well  tO the Whole  life  Of the  SChOOl.  They,  too,  worked
hard;  they,  too, joined  in with  all the social  activities and games;  they,  too,  were  part and  parcel  of
the  school  in  its  whole  life.  Few  of them  had  had  any  experience  Of working  ln  a  SChOOl  befOre-
They  all  had  their  eyes  opened  tO  many  things,  and  right  royally  they  looked  after  uS  all,  and
enthusiastically they all became) each and every one oftheml  part of us.

The story of a school is essentially a Story Of human relationships.  lf they are good it iS a happy
storyl  if they  are  bad  the  story  is  not worth  writing.  pr,Inca  Rupert  School  was  a  happy  SChOOl,  a
happy  community  and  I  can  pay  no greater tribute to the  men  and  women  it was  my  prlvilege  to
workwith.
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